
In a world driven by tomorrow’s technology, TRAX Analytics is 

providing data-driven solutions to maximize guest experience 

and generate competitive workplace comradery



Ensures quality and performance with the use 

of our mobile application and optional beacon 

installation. This application requires custodial 

staff to check off tasks throughout the day and 

allows supervisors to take that same task list to 

validate completion as well as provide feedback 

and images to the custodial staff. Inspectors can 

adjust inspection weights to meet the customer’s 

expectations.

Clean+Inspect

TRAX® SmartRestroom

Venue management is vastly changing and the landscape of how we operate is being  

challenged by the demands of maximizing the guest and workplace experience. 

TRAX has created a platform and solutions that allow your venue to see new 

verticals in operating procedures. With a data-driven approach to forecasting future  

opportunities, TRAX - stays at the forefront of capturing the guest experience.  

Data provides the infrastructure for your venue to make crucial decisions that will  

boast venue attraction and team culture. 

Clean+
 Digitalize Modern Day Checklist 

 Forced Daily schedule to associate devices  
in real-time

 Provide digital Data log for cleaning and  
disinfecting activity 

 Associate daily tracking of spaces cleaned  
and closed out

 Associate accountability & Daily task  
count tracked 

 Associate Time utilized in spaces based on  
the task completed

 Real-time cleaning and disinfecting alerts

Inspect
 Manager True Visibility 

 Manager Forced scheduling

 Opportunity for associate development training 
based on task performed and inspected 

 Department visibility for associates’ daily activities

 Department Quality Checks

 Department forecasting is based on time utilized to 
complete cleaning

 Opportunity to create associate development 
progression through tracked data and feedback 

How does your facility benefit?

 Traffic flow & Guest Satisfaction feedback

 Automated staff space routine checks 

 Automated product dispenser levels 
notifications 

 Analyze guest thruput and proper staffing 
levels based on event or venue activity 

 Data-driven space utilization 

 Data-driven reporting and analysis  
for forecasting staff needs based on  
space utilization 



TRAX CleanConnect is the enterprise level that 

includes all modules as mentioned above. It also 

incorporates a geospatial view of the venue and 

indoor positioning systems. TRAX CleanConnect 

provides facility-wide cleaning capabilities while 

visually seeing IOT sensor statuses and people 

movement/location on a facility map. Users can 

drop pins on a map to identify any (cleaning 

related) work order needs, or any work order/

maintenance needs as found by the janitorial 

staff. With an integration to the owners work 

order management systems, it gives the power 

to the janitorial teams to trigger maintenance 

and cleaning needs without accessing the CMMS 

or Enterprise Asset Management System directly. 

CleanConnect

Capturing Components

 Integrated venue mapping

 Staff wayfinding and transition activity log

 Live time space utilization

 Real-time staff counts

 Space utilization forced staff scheduling based on 
venue activity

 Seating Bowl activity log – Cleaning & Touchups

Data Utilization

 Daily Staff activity reports – production performance 
measuring tool 

 Data-driven space utilization – Analyze space usage 
and deploys staff based on thruput count

 Daily, Weekly, and Monthly data cleaning report

OR

A customizable solution created to gather important information about facility performance  
from guests to improve operations, return rate, and overall guest experience.

Retrieve real-time feedback while  
engaging your customers to improve  

customer experience.

Thank your guests for their  
contribution to improving  
their  future experience.

Configuration Options 
Custom QR codes decals and/or NFC tags will be placed in key points  

of a facility to prompt opening the application for  guest feedback. 

TRAX® Touchless Feedback



TRAX® Smart Restroom
Tampa International Airport (TPA) is a key airport for all 
passengers that want to escape to the West Coast of Florida. 
Located in Hillsborough County, TPA serves twenty major 
airline carriers, four regional airlines, and over 21 million 
passengers a year flying to local and international destinations. 

TPA has ranked as second among all U.S. airports, according to 
Travel and Leisure Magazine. And the 2020 J.D. Power North 
America Airport Satisfaction Study SM gave TPA four stars 
for creating a very safe, pleasant, and convenient passenger 
experience. In 2021, TPA was named one of the most hygienic 
airports in North America by Airports Council International.

While COVID-19 presented many challenges to airports 
over the last year, TPA took this time to innovate and add 
new amenities  to make the airport easier to navigate and 
extremely sanitary. When passenger traffic slowed, the airport 
implemented many health and safety measures, including 
distancing markers, touchless boarding pass scanners, plastic 
shields, hand sanitizing stations, and rapid onsite testing. 

TPA has partnered with Flagship Facility Services (Flagship) 
to provide janitorial services throughout the airport and help 
them present a clean, safe, and disinfected environment to all 
their passengers. 

The Challenge
As the availability of vaccines began to increase across the 
country in early 2021, the number of people who wanted to 
fly again also seemed to be increasing as well, especially in 
warmer vacation areas like Florida. 

When the pandemic first began, TPA increased its hygiene 
measures to help keep passengers and employees safe. In 
response to the number of passengers starting to increase, 
TPA wanted to find a system that could help them monitor 
facility work, cleaning frequencies, and ensure their extended 
measures were proving successful. 

TPA also needed a system that was easy to manage, monitor, 
and view data in real-time, as well as one that would improve 
their agility now and help them better plan for future travel 
traffic. Implementing technology would allow them to make 
changes during peak times and adjust quickly as passenger 
traffic ebbs and flows in the future. 

The Solution
TRAX Analytics, LLC (Trax), a partner of Flagship, implemented 
the TRAX SmartRestroom system to accumulate cleaning 
information and data onto one platform. This new technology 
included: 

• Throughput Counters – gives the ability to count the number of 
passengers that enter and exit an area - in this case, TPA’s 58 
airport restrooms 

• Badges & Beacons – monitors when employees begin and end their 
restroom cleaning tasks , while providing automatic reporting of the 
data to the TRAX platform

• Dashboard Access – provides real-time data and analytics from the 
throughput counters and janitorial services performed for specific 
areas

• System Reporting – gives Flagship and TPA the ability to generate 
reports based on the real-time data and analytics collected 

The Benefits
The Trax technology has helped produce greater visibility into 
passenger trends, peak times of use, personnel saturation, 
and total cleaning time. 

Flagship uses the information to ensure cleaning frequency 
requirements are being executed at all 58 restroom locations 
of the TPA airport. It also allows Flagship to redistribute 
personnel quickly when there is a last-minute gate change or 
an early or delayed flight. 

Both TPA and Flagship are also able to ensure that the airport 
has the correct number of personnel on duty during peak 
and slow times. This ensures service delivery is efficient and 
applied in areas that have the most critical impact.

Even though traveler traffic has not yet recovered fully to 
pre-pandemic numbers, especially as international routes 
remain limited, the Trax Smart Restroom System is able to 
support TPA’s current operation now and will grow with TPA 
as passenger counts continue to increase.  The technology 
will help TPA have greater visibility into their cleaning and 
disinfection processes and keep the airport TPA Safe.

Tampa International Airport

“I use the system every day, and it helps with our operations and is easy 
to use. It is very user-friendly; the calendar feature is great, and all the 
information is available on one system dashboard.” 

– Tony Parreira, Flagship Site Manager at TPA

There’s no question that the pandemic has changed our 
outlook on travel, as well as the future of airport technology, 
cleanliness and design. With travelers having to adapt to 
these profound changes, airports around the world, includ-
ing Norman Y. Mineta San Jose International Airport (SJC), 
are implementing new ideas to keep passengers happy  
and safe.  

SJC has recently implemented staff monitoring technology 
to improve efficiency. This system allows Flagship Airport 
Ambassadors and SJC to track and manage employees 
throughout the airport, manage tasks and keep up-to-the-
minute knowledge of inventory. 

“The system is easy to use and works great! We find a lot of 
value by tracking when employees start cleaning, disinfecting, 
and restocking rooms and measuring how long it takes,” said 
Abraham Regalado, Flagship Site Manager at SJC. “Even 
when days are slow and we have to change our cleaning 
time regiment, the employee tracking is very beneficial in the 
system.” 

“Our dynamic team is always seeking ways to improve 
the customer experience at SJC,” said Assistant Director 
of Aviation, Judy Ross. “We’re very proud of the range of 
improvements we have accomplished during the pandemic, 
and this new technology adds to a list of measures we’ve 
undertaken to promote the confidence our industry needs 
right now.”  

Staff monitoring systems use proximity badging that ping 
at certain Wi-Fi connection points around the airport. The 
system tracks the badge’s location and the time spent at 
each area. This system creates accountability and visibility 
for front-line teams and SJC operational staff. It provides 
real-time information viewable through Flagship’s Intuition 
software platform. 

The system is designed to improve operational efficiency 
and enhance the passenger experience. While visiting SJC, 
passengers can see the benefit of the technology in the form of 
a consistently cleaner and safer airport. 

Throughout the pandemic, Flagship’s front-line heroes at SJC, 
have been fighting the COVID-19 virus and winning. In fact, 
in the midst of the current pandemic, SJC became the very 
first California airport to achieve global accreditation status 
for having the highest levels of cleanliness and safety, earning 
recognition from the Global Biorisk Advisory Council (GBAC) 
and the GBAC STAR™ Facility Accreditation Program.  

The technology behind the staff monitoring system and Intuition 
software is powered and supported by TRAX Analytics, LLC 
(TRAX). Flagship has partnered up with TRAX to bring Smart 
Restroom Technology to SJC to ensure that passengers are 
greeted with a clean and disinfected environment. 

For more information about SJC’s health and safety measures, 
visit flysanjose.com/coronavirus. 

About Flagship Facility Services, Inc. 
Flagship has over 6,000 employees dedicated to creating the 
best facility experience for customers. With operations in 
Culinary Services, Facility Services, and Aviation Services, 
Flagship offers Integrated Facilities Management and a 
multitude of la carte facilities services, including janitorial, 
engineering, and maintenance services, for large-scale 
organizations throughout the U.S. and Canada. Learn more 
at www.flagshipinc.com.   

About Trax Analytics, LLC. 
TRAX Analytics ensures quality cleaning service and guest 
satisfaction by turning the day-to-day management of a 
facility into a demand-driven process. With the use of smart 
technologies, mobile application, and data analysis, we 
provide teams the tools to improve communication across 
an organization to identify and monitor trends for a more 
proactive approach to cleaning and quality assurance. By 
equipping our clients with state-of-the-art technology and a 
business intelligence platform, TRAX gives organizations the 
power to measure staff and facility performance efficiently. 

SJC: Transforming How Silicon  
Valley Travels  
Mineta San José International Airport (SJC) is Silicon Valley’s 
airport, a self-supporting enterprise owned and operated by 
the City of San Jose. The airport, now in its 71st year, served 
nearly 15.7 million passengers in 2019, with nonstop service 
across North America and to Europe and Asia. SJC was 
America’s fastest-growing major airport the past four years, 
based on percentage increase in passengers served. For more 
airport information, visit https://www.flysanjose.com

San Jose International Airport

The need to increase safety and perform consistent 
disinfection protocols has inspired SJC to incorporate 
new advanced technology platforms in the airport. 

How New Technology at SJC is Improving Passenger Experiences



Customer Overview
The AT&T Center opened in 2002 and has a seating capacity of 
around 18,000 people. It was designed with spectators in mind 
to create an atmosphere everyone can enjoy, and they have 
continually made improvements to keep up with this standard 
they set for themselves. As a result of the pandemic, Spurs 
Sports & Entertainment have taken preventative measures to 
ensure all patrons feel safer than ever in their facility. They 
turned to TRAX Analytics, LLC. to make the cleaning process 
more efficient than ever. They are the first sports arena to go 
live with the TRAX system and we are sure they will not be 
the last! 

Summary of Solution
Spurs Sports and Entertainment sought out TRAX after 
looking for a cleaning solution that really worked. The scope of 
this project was arena wide including locker rooms, restrooms, 
suites, offices, fan seating areas, and back of the house. This 
was the first project that the TRAX team had to coordinate 
schedules around concerts, games, and other events taking 
place in the arena but that did not stop them from getting it 
done in just 3 months! They chose to implement the Clean & 
Inspect solution which combines the Smartrestroom software 
(the clean aspect) with additional hardware and features (the 
inspect aspect). This application utilizes check lists for staff to 
check off tasks throughout the day as they are completed and 
allows supervisors to view these lists to validate all tasks are 
complete. They opted to implement proximity beacons which 
work in sync with the Clean & Inspect technology. These 
beacons ‘ping’ the mobile app on a device that essentially 
verifies that the person checking off each task, is in the 
location they say they are when they complete each task. 
This capability allows supervisors to ensure the areas on the 
checklist are being cleaned and all tasks are complete. They 
also use the mobile app which allows for real time analytics 
and alerts to be viewed on the go from anywhere.

Results
Installation of the TRAX system allows Spurs Sports & 
Entertainment to keep their facility cleaner than ever while 
also being easier than ever to maintain. The TRAX system gives 
the ability to have the most efficient cleaning system in place, 
keeping employees on track and supervisors on top of every 
task needing to be completed. Patrons can feel safe knowing 
the facility is being cleaned and kept clean throughout their 
time in the arena thanks to the system put in place by TRAX 
Analytics, LLC. 

AT&T Center

An essential element of service at an event center is the ability 
of management to ensure optimal sanitation throughout 
the facility. Though it’s clear that unsanitary environments 
negatively impact the visitor experience, it can be challenging 
for custodial teams to keep up with sanitation demands. 

TRAX Analytics seeks to provide effective solutions that help 
meet the custodial needs of facilities, no matter the size or 
occupancy.

Client Goals
Riverside Convention Center sought to ensure the completion 
of electrostatic sanitation procedures during every cleaning, 
as well as use restroom trend data to plan effective cleaning 
schedules during events.

In addition, this client requested the ability to observe and 
track 6-minute cleaning durations for each member of the 
custodial team.

Currently, the convention center has two custodial staff 
members performing cleaning procedures. Management 
would like to utilize TRAX Analytics to determine whether 
an additional team member is needed to ensure the highest 
possible standards during events with more than 4,000 people 
in attendance.

TRAX Solutions
To achieve the list of sanitation goals expressed by Riverside 
Convention Center, TRAX Analytics installed the Clean 
+ Inspect System in 12 unique locations within the facility 
(including 6 restrooms). These implementations allowed 
management full visibility of cleaning activities throughout 
the center, including 

• the ability to determine which custodial staff 
member performed cleaning procedures in a 
chosen location 

• how much time was spent on the task 

• how many cleaning procedures are performed 

Riverside Convention Center

Our partnership here at Riverside Convention Center with TRAX Ana-
lytics through the use of the Clean + Inspect systems has enhanced our 
reporting capabilities and streamlined our custodial operations signifi-
cantly. We enjoy the system so much that we are looking to update to 
a Smart Restroom license for more data visibility. This application has 
exceeded performance expectations, and we’re now able to monitor 
cleaning activity, generate work orders and will soon see visitor activity 
in one easy-to-use system. The data the TRAX system has provided for 
us takes the leg work out of administrative tasks and identifies where 
we can improve facility management and save money. We’d highly rec-
ommend any facility (large or small) who utilizes custodial services to 
partner with TRAX which will incur savings in both time and money.

- Oscar Ornelas, Director of Facilities

during high-traffic, heavy occupancy occasions
The features TRAX Analytics utilized within the Clean + 
Inspect System to accomplish the above-listed goals included 
the installation of the system’s beacons and sensors, access 
and guidance in operating the system’s web and mobile 
applications, and TRAX reports generated through the 
collection and analysis of custodial data.

Results
The data collected and analyzed during the trial period for the 
Clean + Inspect System revealed the following improvements:

• 6+ minute cleaning times for custodial staff

• 500+ cleaning tasks completed in 90 days

• 200+ cleaning alerts completed in 90 days

• 30+ inspections completed

• 40-minute average inspection duration
 
The client was pleased with the capabilities of the system and 
opted to adopt the Smart Restroom System in early 2022. Upon 
full implementation, Riverside Convention Center plans to 
optimize cleaning frequencies automatically in order to ensure 
exceptional sanitation practices throughout the facility. 

Riverside Convention Center is confident that adopting a 
Smart Restroom System will allow them to analyze visitor data 
in order to enhance operational management and provide 
guests with optimum sanitation services.
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About TRAX® Analytics, LLC.

TRAX® Analytics, LLC. offers a facility analytics platform with a unique blend of data analysis and 
technology that monitors the movement of people and assets. Dedicated to helping facilities 
improve operations and the overall customer experience, the areas of application for TRAX®  
Analytics solutions are pivotal points in a patron’s experience and their experience at each of these 
points can influence whether they choose to return in the future. Equipped with a state of-the-
art technology and a business intelligence platform TRAX® Analytics is changing the way clients 
manage their facilities and how customers feel about facilities.

Airports say clean, uncrowded facilities that are easy to find 
are actually a huge factor in how well-liked an airport is, and 
even in January 2, 2019 whether travelers will purchase food 
or shop at airport stores. 

Scott McCartney, as seen in WSJ,  
Airports Try Stall Tactic: Better Bathrooms

Just like a physical traffic management system,  
these smart restrooms will allow us to do our 
 job better and more efficiently.

Michael Christensen, Deputy Executive Director of Facilities Management  
Group at LAWA, as seen in Smart Cities World, Airport Pilots Smart Restrooms

…increasing numbers of airports seem to have recognized that 
clean bathrooms are an important aspect of travel and have 
begun to take steps to improve both the conditions and the 
monitoring of their facilities.

Shivani Vora, as seen in NYT, Believe It or Not, Airport 
Bathrooms are Getting Better (and Cleaner)

Passengers have repeatedly told us through customer  
survey results that clean and modern restroom  
facilities rank at or near the top of their priority list.

Mario Diaz, Houston Airport System Aviation Director, as seen in Travel and  
Leisure, These Airports Now have ‘Smart Bathrooms’ for High-tech Toilet Time


